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ABSTRACT
In this study, we denote S as the class of normalized univalent functions in the 
unit disk E = {z: |z| < l} having the form
oo
f{z)=  z+ a 2z 2 +ai z 3 +••• = z + ^ a kz k
k=2
We also denote T as the class of functions with negative coefficients. An analytic and 
univalent function g is in T  if it has the form
g(z) = z - a 2z2 - a^z3---- -- z - ^ akzk
k=2
We are interested in finding the sufficient condition for the class of 8 -spiral-like 
functions of order a, SP*(S,a) and for the class of 8 -close-to-convex functions of 
order a, G(S,a) where
SP*(S, a ) = j /  € S : Re e's > a |  G(S, a)=  { / e S : Re{e'sf  (z)) > a }
7twith 0 < a < 1 and J<£| < —. Moreover, we also considered necessary and sufficient
conditions for the subclass of T that are 8 -spiral-like functions of order a , 
SPT’(S, a)  and -close-to-convex functions of order a, G*(8,a) satisfying the 
condition below
SPT'{8,a) = jg e T : R e jV  > a|andG*fe«)= {g £ T : Re(e,sg'(z))> a}
7Zwith 0 < a < 1 and \8\ < —. In this study, we established the distortion theorem for the
class SPT*(8,a) and G’(S,a) and evaluating the partial sums, f n{z) for the class 
SP*(S,a). To get all those results, we follow through the work done by Silverman in 
1975 and 1997. Moreover, we obtain sharp results of partial sums for each lower
bound on R e { / | } ,  R e j ^ g } ,
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